Sir,

We read with interest the article by Udayshankar *et al*. outlining an improved perioperative patient comfort with enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) approach compared to conventional management in patients undergoing laparoscopic cholecystectomy wherein ERAS group demonstrated reduced perioperative anxiety, postoperative hunger, thirst and fatigue whereas the pain and postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) was comparable.\[[@ref1]\] The authors attribute the findings to the inclusion of ERAS interventions such as preoperative anaesthetic-surgical multimedia sensitisation, preoperative carbohydrate loading, intraoperative goal-directed fluid therapy (GDT), early postoperative feeding and mobilisation, etc.

Nevertheless, several caveats surface on a closer evaluation. Firstly, the index comparison was staged based on a subjective scoring of the parameters with a small number of patients (25) in each group. Secondly, the inclusion of an appropriate multimodal analgesic modality in the ERAS group could have incurred an opioid-sparing potential pertinent to the study\'s aim of improved patient satisfaction and early mobilisation.\[[@ref2]\] Moreover, relevant information on the GDT with regards to the haemodynamic monitoring employed and the therapy targets would have augmented the physiological premise of fluid management. Thirdly, lack of inclusion of a co-morbid cohort and, absence of preoperative nutritional and anaemia assessment limit the horizon of characterising advantages attributable to ERAS in conjunction with the prehabilitation potential.\[[@ref3][@ref4]\]

Interestingly, despite envisaging a protocolised concept, subtle signs of personalised perioperative medicine such as the use of 60% inspired oxygen concentration intraoperatively to achieve the benefits of PONV reduction while minimising atelectasis, are well-appreciated in the study. The aforementioned highlights the importance of the context-appropriateness of perioperative ERAS intervention bundle. At the same time, the success of any ERAS protocol is intricately modulated by the degree of patient involvement, multidisciplinary efforts and a continuous audit over and above the inculcation of the evidence-based care processes.\[[@ref2][@ref4]\]
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